
ATTENTION: People with detective skills...

“How I went from completely stuck to
turning a profit in less then 90 days.”

Follow this proven training to unlock your Private Investigator Skills
in a way that makes you money!

From: Larry Kaye, P.I.
Date: August 28, 2020, 1:38pm

Dear Friend,

Do you want to use your skills to make money?

I want to help you take the skills you have and LOVE to use and teach you haw to 
make money with these skills and passion!

I’m Larry Kaye from ShadowAnyone.com and the author of two best selling books in 
Amazon’s Law Practice Reference category. In the beginning of my career as a private 
investigator I was stuck, frozen in an unprofitable life trying to do what I love but failing 
month after month.

How did I dig out from anxiety and financial distress to being able to actually turning a 
profit tracking down people trying to skip out on their court ordered obligation?

I learned a new skill!

I learned how to serve process (which is delivering court papers) for law firms and 
earning the paydays that come from doing it!

You see, law firms need people to show up in court for the cases they’re working. And 
usually, the people get their court papers and show up like decent upright citizens, but… 
some don’t.

The good news is you make money either way!

If you’re hired to deliver court papers to the decent folks, then you’ve just made a tidy 
little fifty bucks just for bringing them the papers they need. But, when you get a person 
“refusing” to accept the papers or hiding from the law firm, then you get paid the big bucks 
for finding them and serving them using the “tricks” private investigators and process 
servers have used for years to constantly make a decent lining!

Let’s face it… You already have some of the skills.



And you probably love using those skills to help your friends and family! You know what
I mean. Like when your friend needs to track down an old neighbor. Or when your brother-in-
law needs to find the rip-off former employer who stiffed him on his last paycheck!

You already do it! 

I teach you how to do it at the pro level and how to get paid to do it!

So what will you learn…

I teach you absolutely EVERYTHING about how to be a successful Process Server!  
Take a look at this small sample of what you’re going to know after you get this course:

 
✔ The case killing mistake seasoned pro’s make – and how to avoid it!

✔ How to compete for business without compromising on price.

✔ A very simple tactic that will get you your first case with just about any law firm.

✔ The dirty little secret of “Going Nuclear” on someone refusing to be served.

✔ The shocking industry secret of how attorneys really feel about their process servers.

✔ The legal pitfall some process servers get into while standing with the person they 
just served!

✔ How young of a person can you serve?  (This answer may surprise you!)

✔ Larry’s  “Never Fail” method for even the most die-hard refuser.

✔ How to handle dangerous serves.

✔ Which law firms use process servers and which you shouldn’t waste your time on.

✔ Why a classic process server trick may fail you and what to do about it.

✔ How to handle a pretext gone bad.  (Get this wrong and you – or someone near you 
– is going to get a beating.)

✔ The most common reaction after a pretext serve – and how to take advantage of it!

✔ When, if ever, to call before serving process.

✔ The fundamentals of a good pretext.  (Miss this and you’ll never understand why 
your pretexts always seem to fail!)

✔ How to handle the service “Sob Story”.  (Without crying!)



✔ WARNING:  If your service tactics start here, you’re in trouble.

✔ The absolutely wrong thing to say to “refusers” (and most process servers say it)!

✔ The two questions you must ask every client, every time!

✔ When you should NEVER I.D. yourself as an Officer of the Court.

✔ Something that makes a HUGE difference in your authority… and the client won’t 
even know how you did it.

✔ INSANE:  The craziest mistake I see Process Servers make with people when it 
comes to getting them served.  (This one leaves me baffled.)

✔ Better than a cop at your side.  This one powerful tool is finally revealed.

✔ Working “Big Time” refusers?  This trick is worth gold for getting them served.

✔ The single most important principle that helps me land clients for process serving… 
and how to apply it.

✔ Do this wrong at the beginning and your asking for problems.

✔ What to say when the subject ask:  “Why are you doing this to me?”

✔ If you can’t find the subject, this technique should always be used first.

✔ The secret to stopping the “Snowball Effect“.

✔ REVEALED:  The best lawyers to prospect to… and the tools that will help!

✔ The Extreme Measures Section.  When you need to get brutal, go right to this 
section.

✔ And much, much more!

Oh yes, there’s one more thing… it’s important.

I’m making this training available at this “give away” price because I realize that you’ll 
have some additional expenses like postage or some kind of promoting yourself to law firms.

So if you’ll have to tap the kid’s college fund, crack open the piggy bank, dig into the 
mattress or mortgage the farm to make this deal happen… please click away right now!

As for refunds and guarantees… yup, I got those too. I understand where you’re 
coming from so let me be the only one to take a risk here.



Look, I’ll practically stand on my head to help someone who’s hungry, ready to work 
and willing to put forth an honest effort..

But I wont do it for you!

So the bottom line is this. If your ready to use these skills to generate a positive cash 
flow for a change… you need to click “Add to Cart”…

Today!

Not tomorrow, not next week … but TODAY! Now, click “Add to Cart”. (You can 
review your order before you pay.)

The next move is up to you.

Sincerely,

-Larry-
       Larry Kaye, P.I.

P.S. - Order now and receive a free professional process server badge and holder, a 
$29.95 value, but it’s yours free while supplies last.

P.S.S. – Remember, this is 100% GUARANTEED! If for any reason at all you want a FULL 
REFUND within the next year, simply send back the Process Server badge and you’ll get 
back every penny you paid– NO QUESTIONS ASKED! 

https://beamazingproductions.podia.com/investigator-s-ultimate-guide-to-process-serving?coupon=STREAMING
https://beamazingproductions.podia.com/investigator-s-ultimate-guide-to-process-serving?coupon=STREAMING

